Fall 2015
Professors Kevin McQueeney and Paula Voos

Contact information:  pbvoos@work.rutgers.edu; cell 732-261-5958; and kevmcqueeney@gmail.com; Cell: 908-208-8253.

Please copy both professors on any emails and identify yourself as a student in Perspectives.

Proctortrack will be used, at no cost to you, to verify student identity for online exams/quizzes in this class. Therefore, you must have a personal computer with a video camera – you cannot take these in computer labs because a private space is required.

Course Expectations and Requirements

This course is designed to give you a chance to become engaged with the intellectual tradition in labor studies. You will read classic authors and current professional theory. You will have the opportunity to examine some of the big issues in the field and to decide what you think about them. You will also gain proficiency in important skills: reading for analytical insight, debating ideas, and communicating with others. Students should all be labor studies majors or minors with 15 credits or more in labor studies; if you are not in this category, then you need permission of the instructor to enroll.

Learning Objectives

Several objectives of the Labor Studies and Employment Relations Department for its majors are ones that are relevant to this course. By the end of the course, you should be able to:

- Identify and explain the core concepts of the field of labor & employment relations
- Apply those concepts to understanding contemporary developments in work
- Synthesize information from multiple sources to generate new insights

How will you learn in this online course?

Most weeks you will:

- Review a power-point and material written by the professors on the page in the online shell. These are like lectures but much shorter, so you have more time for other learning activities.
- Read theorists with a variety of perspectives.
- Answer questions regarding their ideas.
• Participate in an online threaded discussion with other students, posting at least 3 times a week (by Friday; by Sunday and by Tuesday evenings).

• Read a message from the professors (sent by email on Wednesday). These are also posted in the document sharing portion of the shell – look for it there if you do not receive the email.

Some weeks you will also have the opportunity to review a video or videos, or listen to a audio file. Some weeks you will take a unit quiz (open book).

**Evaluation. Grades will be based on all of the following activities:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal information sheet</td>
<td>00.5%</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest (you receive all points for taking this)</td>
<td>01.0%</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online discussion forums (8 out of 11 @ 25 each)</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written question on readings (6 out of 8 @ 25 each)</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midterm exam (1)</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative power-point (1)</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit quizzes (3 @ 50 each)</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final exam (1 in two parts)</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You will notice that you are able to “skip” any three weeks of online discussion and any two written questions on the readings. Use these choices wisely and remember, you are still responsible for all concepts covered in any particular topic. **Notice that the collaborative assignment cannot be skipped even though it replaces a weekly writing assignment.** Students who do not use any of their “skips” instead will be allowed to “drop” low scores instead. **Our experience is that the best students “save” their skips and use them wisely later on.**

Points have no “absolute meaning,” – in the end, the professor will use judgment in translating points into grades for the course. *For example, typically a B+ is 88-89.9 points, but the professors may decide to use some other range of points.*

Keep current – avoid being late!

This is an interactive class – you need to keep current in the reading and forums so that you can interact with others in the class.

An online class is somewhat flexible with regard to your schedule but if you must be responsible for managing your time and for getting online each week no matter what else is going on in your life. **In general, you should sign into the class AT LEAST 3 times a week (by Friday, by Sunday and by Tuesday evenings) and check your email each day.**
You should inform the professor of serious personal emergencies that arise – for instance, hospitalization that makes it impossible to get online. A trip associated with your job is not such an emergency, nor is a problem with your personal computer. There are many ways to get online in hotels and in campus computing facilities.

**Nature of the exams and quizzes**

Each week, questions on the material covered that week will be posted. These short-answer questions could be answered in a paragraph or two. The midterm and final exams are take-homes that will contain a subset of these questions – so if you take some notes on the answers to the questions as you go along, you should be able to do well on the two exams. The take home portion of the final will also have some questions not previously distributed.

The quizzes are a series of T-F questions on the readings, videos, and power-points. The questions are challenging and time is limited, but this is an open book exam. If you are familiar with all the material in the course, you should be able to go back and look up the answer to some items that you don’t recall. The T-F questions are randomized and drawn from a larger question bank so no two students will have identical quizzes. The objective portion of the final will also have multiple choice items.

**Assessment of weekly written questions that are handed in**

You will be asked to answer one question about the reading on most weeks. It is possible to earn up to 25 points by doing so. The answers should not be any longer than they need to be to fully answer the question. Depending on how you write, perhaps 2-3 pages should suffice for many questions.

Scores on these weekly assignments reflect whether or not you have achieved an accurate understanding of the various readings and whether or not you reflect those ideas well in written English.

*Avoid plagiarism or other violations of academic integrity! Your written question will be submitted to “Turnitin.com” to insure that your answers are yours alone – not answers from another student, from the web, or another source. Be careful not to “copy” phrases or sentences excessively from the readings. The goal is to put the ideas into your own words!*

**Assessment of online forums**

It is possible to earn up to 25 points by excellence in participation in each weekly forum. A forum is an interactive threaded discussion. In this class it will start each week on Wednesday, and end on Tuesday. Your contribution will be evaluated as follows:
• **How much you participated in a substantive way.** In general, you can think of this as 1 point per substantive post that adds to the discussion (5 points).

• **Was your participation ongoing and interactive?** You should have at least one substantive post by Friday night and another by Sunday night for full credit here. But additionally for full credit, you must interact with others by asking or answering questions, or by agreeing or disagreeing with them. But, remember that you must add to the discussion, not simply agree. (5 points).

• **Were your comments thoughtful and based on the readings?** Did you understand the theorists’ ideas correctly or did you make errors? Did you connect the ideas of one theorist to those of others? In other words, what was the quality of your comments? (5 points)

• **Breadth and Evidence.** Did you comment on multiple questions or just one? Were your opinions backed by personal experience or other types of evidence? Persuasive opinions are backed by a variety of types of evidence – from other academic sources, from current events, and from personal experience (5 points).

• **Were your comments expressed clearly and appropriately?** Please don’t “flame” in these forums. Informality is OK, but use standard written English of the sort that would be appropriate in a work setting (5 points).

**Opening Week: Wed Sept. 2 – Tues Sept. 8.** All material is due at 11:59 p.m.

Receive the first weekly message. Notice that weekly messages are also uploaded to a folder in “document sharing.” Log into the course shell and review the material in the course home. **Fill out and turn in the student information sheet as an attachment to the drop-box.** This is the way you will hand in material in the course. Take the pre-test this week to be sure the computer you are using for quizzes works well with the e-college system.

**Unit 1: Wed. Sept. 9 - Tues. Sept. 29 (3 weeks)**

*Classical Economics & Marx, Scientific Management, and the Division of Labor*

**Topic 1-1: Sept. 9 to 15 (Due: Forum; Question)**


Topic 1-2: Sept. 16 to 22 (Due: Forum; Question)


Deepa Kumar, Outside the Box: Corporate Media, Globalization, and the UPS Strike. (Urbana & Chicago: Univ. of Illinois Press, 2007), Preface (pp. vii-xv) and part of Chapter 6, pp. 155-157 midpage. The rest of the excerpt from Chapter 6 (pp. 157 midpage – 163 is optional reading).

Topic 1-3: Sept. 23 to 29 (Due: Forum; Question)


UNIT 1 QUIZ – take in any 50 minutes on Wednesday Sept 30.

Unit 2: Wed Sept. 30 - Tues. Oct. 13 (2 weeks)

Markets and Institutions

Topic 2-1: Sept. 30 to Oct. 6 (Due: Forum; Question)


Topic 2-2 Oct. 7 to 13 (Due Forum; Question)
Professor Jerry Z. Muller, Catholic University, 30 minute video lecture, “The Rise of Welfare-State Capitalism,” in the series Thinking about Capitalism (The Great Courses, 2008).


UNIT 2 QUIZ – Take in any 50 minutes on Wed. Oct. 14

TAKE-HOME MIDTERM EXAM DISTRIBUTED ON WED. Oct. 14. DUE TUESDAY Oct. 20 at 11:59 p.m. However, in this week, you should also start Topic 3-1.


Organizations and Humans Who Work in Them

Topic 3-1 Oct. 14 to 20 (Due: Forum; Midterm; there is no weekly question)


Topic 3-2 Oct. 21 to 27 (Due: Forum; Question)


Topic 3-3: Oct 28 to Nov. 10 (Two weeks) (Due: Forum in first week; Powerpoint in second week)
[Note: You can complete the power-point project for this topic either individually or using a group of 2 or 3 people. This is a larger project that cannot be “skipped.” You have two weeks for the project but it is important to read this material, complete the forum, and start the project the first week.]


UNIT 3 QUIZ – Take in any 50 minutes on Wednesday Nov. 11

Unit 4 Wed. Nov. 11 – Tues. Dec 8 (4 weeks including 1 off for Thanksgiving Break)

Freedom and Democracy in a World of Multi-National Corporations

Topic 4-1 Nov. 11 to 17 (Due: Forum; Question)


Topic 4-2 Nov. 18 to 24 (Due: Forum; Question)


THANKSGIVING BREAK

Topic 4-3 Dec. 2 to 8 (Due: Forum; No question is due this week)
 Richard Freeman and James L. Medoff, Excerpt from “The Two Faces of Unionism,” Public Interest, No. 57 (Fall, 1979), pp. 69-76.

NO SEPARATE UNIT 4 QUIZ – This will be part of the online portion of the comprehensive final exam. In other words, unit 4 will have additional “weight” on the T-F part of that exam. There are also T-F and multiple choice questions over material from the entire course.